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Three-dimensional correlated accordion NMR spectroscopy of proteins
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Abstract

A major step toward the protein structure determination by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is the assignment of
multidimensional NMR signals that provide through-bond and through-space inter-atomic correlations. Ambiguities often occur during
the assignment process due to resonance degeneracy, which challenges high resolution and larger size protein structure determination.
Here, we present a method that will significantly improve the efficiency and accuracy of the NMR signal assignment. The method is based
on a correlated accordion principle that, when incorporated into conventional three-dimensional (3D) heteronuclear NMR experiments,
allows the retrieval of additional frequency correlation information at high resolution. We show that 3D spectra derived from this
method are as effective as the impractical high resolution four-dimensional (4D) spectra with substantially reduced signal ambiguity
as compared to their conventional counterparts. The approach promises increased accuracy and size of protein structures determined
by NMR.
� 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Contributing to nearly 20% of total 3D protein struc-
tures deposited in Protein Data Bank (PDB), NMR is
widely recognized as one of the major tools for genomic/
proteomic structural analyses as well as for molecular elu-
cidation of a variety of fundamental biological processes.
Compared to its rival X-ray crystallography, NMR offers
a number of unique advantages such as determining pro-
tein structures in near physiological solution condition
without the need for crystallization, probing mechanisms
of protein dynamics/folding, and detecting weak transient
protein-target interactions, etc. However, NMR-based pro-
tein studies suffer from two major limitations: (i) molecular
size-dependent line broadening that leads to the loss of
NMR signals, and (ii) resonance degeneracy that prevents
unambiguous assignment of the signals. While the former
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could be alleviated by partial/full deuteration of proteins[1]
and TROSY technique[2], the latter is often more problem-
atic especially for the side-chain related signals despite the
use of multidimensional approach and high field magnets.
Since side chains are critically involved in the formation
of protein tertiary fold and protein–target interactions,
the ambiguity of their assignments presents a major chal-
lenge for high resolution and larger size protein structure
determination by NMR.

Conventional protocol for protein structure determina-
tion by NMR involves two types of multidimensional het-
eronuclear experiments: (a) through-bond correlation
experiments for obtaining resonance assignment and
J-coupling-based dihedral angles; (b) through-space corre-
lation experiments for obtaining 1H–1H distance con-
straints (<5 Å). In addition, residual dipolar coupling
measurements provide some valuable long-range struc-
tural information[3,4]. These experiments are typically
performed in 15N- or 13C-edited 3D fashions on 15N/13C-
labeled proteins. High resolution protein structure determi-
nation requires complete and unambiguous assignment for
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both through-bond and through-space correlations. How-
ever, resonance degeneracy often occurs even for small-me-
dium sized proteins, which leads to ambiguity for the
assignment especially for the side-chain-involved NOEs.
Accumulation of the ambiguous assignments is the major
cause for false or poor resolution structures determined
by NMR. Theoretically, 4D experiments can provide dra-
matic resolution enhancement by extending another correla-
tion into the fourth dimension[5–7], however, their
conventional versions are less informative especially for the
side-chain signals due to low digital resolution afforded by
the limited experimental time. To reach high enough digital
resolution for a 4D experiment as its corresponding 3D
counterpart (normally 2–3 days), it would require 2–3 weeks,
which is extremely time-consuming and costly. In reality,
considering that many proteins have limited sample stability
and that NMR instruments often require maintenance every
7–10 days, the high (digital) resolution 4D experiments are
nearly impractical and therefore they have been seldom used
in routine NMR protein structure determination. A variety
of methods [8–14] have been developed recently to speed
up the high dimensionality experiments such as non-linear
sampling, spatially encoded NMR, SOFAST method,
GFT method, and projection–reconstruction.

In this paper, we present a new set of 3D through-bond
and through-space triple resonance correlation experiments
by introducing a so-called correlated accordion principle.
We show that these 3D experiments not only allow rapid
data acquisition (collected in a matter of 1–2 days per
experiment) but are remarkably effective in resolving signal
ambiguities as compared to their conventional 3D counter-
parts, and the information obtained is equivalent to the
hypothetical high digital resolution 4D counterparts. This
new reduced dimensionality approach is particularly effec-
tive for resolving the side-chain degeneracy, which should
dramatically improve the capacity of NMR in high resolu-
tion structural analyses of proteins and protein complexes
and may further extend the size limit by NMR.

2. Overview of conventional triple resonance correlation

experiments

Based on the type of magnetization transfer, the correla-
tion between two spin systems can be classified as being
either sequential or parallel. Sequential correlation is char-
acteristic of through-bond connectivity, which is used for
all triple resonance experiments during the protein
backbone assignment. The magnetization transfer of
such correlation is uniquely controlled by the combined
use of forward and backward INEPTs via a number of
relay spin systems. An example of sequential correlation
is to connect the backbone chain HN–15N–13CO– 13Ca–
Ha units in proteins. If there is no degeneracy in 2D
15N–1H HSQC, the five correlated chemical shifts for each
HN–15N–13CO–13Ca–Ha chain unit in a protein can be
exclusively obtained from a hierarchy of three 3D triple
resonance NMR spectra (for review of the conventional tri-
ple resonance experiments, see ref 15): HNCO,
HN(CO)CA, and HN(COCA)HA or HA(CACO)NH. If
there is some chemical shift degeneracy in 2D 15N–1H
HSQC, addition of more 3D spectra such as H(N)COCA,
H(N)CO(CA)HA, and H(NCO)CAHA to the hierarchy
typically resolve the ambiguity problem. With five spin cor-
relation HN–15N–13CO–13Ca–Ha identified for all back-
bone units, their sequential correlations can be obtained
from the 3D spectra that provide both intra and inter-res-
idue 13Ca/Ha correlations: HNCA, HA(CA)NH. If there is
13Ca/Ha degeneracy, HNCACB and CBCACONH can be
performed to obtain additional intra and inter-residue
13Cb correlations that may resolve the ambiguity problem.
This constitutes a common strategy for protein backbone
resonance assignment by using sequential correlation-
based triple resonance experiments.

In parallel correlation, the magnetizations of a number
of spin systems are transferred simultaneously to a single
spin system and/or vice versa. Generally, the parallel corre-
lation is originated from the magnetization transfer
through NOE (through-space) or HOHAHA (through-
bond) mixing process. HCCH-NOESY, HCCH-TOCSY,
HCNH-NOESY, HC(CCO)NH, and HNNH-NOESY
are typical examples of parallel-correlated experiments in
proteins. For convenience, these experiments are denoted
as HMXH-type experiment. In contrast to sequential-cor-
related experiments, the four correlated chemical shifts
for HMXH cannot be exclusively obtained from the fol-
lowing three 3D spectra: H(M)XH, (H)MXH, and
HM(X)H. Although the symmetry property of HCCH or
HNNH-type spectrum can help somewhat, the mismatch-
ing between H and M or X and H due to resonance degen-
eracy occurs quite frequently in routine 3D experiments,
which leads to ambiguity in both side-chain resonance
assignment as well as NOE-based assignment. Theoretical-
ly, 4D experiments such as HCCH-NOESY and HCNH-
NOESY [5–7] would dramatically resolve the ambiguity
problem. However, as mentioned in the introduction, 4D
experiments are extremely time-consuming. In practice,
4D spectra are often poorly digitized within an affordable
period of experimental time. This again leads to ambiguity
problem. For example, the 1H–13C cross-peaks resolved in
2D 1H–13C HSQC spectrum may not be well resolved in
2D 1H–13C plane of the 4D spectrum.

3. The correlated accordion principle

The accordion principle [16,17] was proposed over 20
years ago for simultaneously observing a number of inter-
actions in a common frequency dimension in multidimen-
sional NMR experiments and has been used in various
applications[18,19]. Along this common frequency dimen-
sion, the frequency of one interaction is detected quadra-
turely in the conventional way and the frequencies of the
remaining interactions are observed as multiple splitting
to the frequency detected quadraturely. By analyzing the
splitting pattern along the common frequency dimension,
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a number of frequencies can be obtained simultaneously.
However, the introduced splitting decreases the resolution
along the common frequency dimension. To recover the
resolution along the common frequency dimension, two
equivalent approaches were proposed. The first approach
[20] employs the TPPI [21,22] that places cross-peaks with-
in a splitting multiplet into respective non-overlapping
regions along the common frequency dimension by intro-
ducing large artificial resonance offsets. The second
approach [23,24] uses the IPAP in combination with inter-
leaved data acquisition [25–27], which separate the cross-
peaks within a splitting multiplet into different subspectra
by iteratively combining the in-phase and anti-phase split-
ting. Both approaches suggest that the accordion principle
may be applicable to triple-resonance experiments for
sequential correlation. However, little is known about the
applicability and power of the accordion principle in paral-
lel correlated HMXH-type experiments, which may
address the central degeneracy problem for side chain res-
onances and side-chain-related NOEs.

For convenience, the spin systems HM and XH in par-
allel-correlated HMXH-type experiments before and after
the NOE or HOHAHA mixing period are called the initial
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the correlated accordion principle (A) or
HCCH-type experiment require that (i) either initial 13C or initial 1H should be
the destination 13C should be detected quadraturely in the correlated accordion
(F3). In both (A and B), the 2D F3F2-planes intersecting to F1 at dC0 or dH0 are
accordion HCCH spectrum and the open cycles represent the cross-peaks from
13C to create a large artificial resonance offset. The diagonal peak doublets in (A
present in the same 2D plane should be the same and equal to the frequency
doublets in (B) are located on a line parallel to F2 dimension and intersecting F3

at the TPPI-shifted 0Hz line. For the uncorrelated accordion method (C), the d
the initial 13C is quadraturely detected in F2 dimension and the destination 1H
create a large artificial resonance offset. The 2D F3F2-plane intersecting to F1

uncorrelated accordion HCCH spectrum and the open cycles represent the cro
doublets in (C) are centered on the diagonal line and the splitting for all diagon
frequency of the initial 13C relative to the TPPI-shifted carrier.
spin systems and the destination spin systems. Based on the
spin frequencies detected in the common frequency dimen-
sion, we can derive three schemes A, B, and C, which
employ the accordion principle in HMXH-type experi-
ments. The scheme A adopts H(t2)M(t1)X(t2)H(t3) in the
time domain, in which the initial H and the destination X
are measured in a common dimension. The scheme B
employs H(t1)M(t2)X (t2)H (t3) in the time domain,
where the initial M and the destination X are measured
in a common dimension. The scheme C follows
H(t2)M(t2)X (t1)H (t3) in the time domain, where the initial
H and the initial M are measured in a common dimension.
Detailed analysis below indicates that these three schemes
belong to two distinct classes that can lead to dramatically
different results. The schemes A and B belong to the class
of correlated accordion that requires that an initial spin
and a destination spin be measured in a common frequency
dimension. In contrast, the scheme C does not have the
above requirement and is thus called uncorrelated accordi-
on method.

Fig. 1A schematically shows the spectrum of HCCH-
type experiment by using the scheme A where the initial
13C is used as the editing dimension (F1), the initial 1H split
(B) versus uncorrelated accordion method (C). Both (A and B) for 3D
used as the editing dimension (F1); (ii) either initial 1H or initial 13C split by
dimension (F2); and (iii) the destination 1H is directly detected in real time
shown where the filled cycles represent the cross-peaks from 3D correlated
the conventional 3D HC(C)H spectrum. TPPI is applied to the destination
) are centered on the diagonal line and the splitting for all diagonal peaks
of the initial 13C relative to the TPPI-shifted carrier. The diagonal peak
at dH0 and the low-field peaks from all the diagonal peak doublets coincide
estination 13C is used as the editing dimension (F1), the initial 1H split by
is directly detected in real time (F3). TPPI is applied to the initial 13C to

at dC0 is shown where the filled cycles represent the cross-peaks from 3D
ss-peaks from the conventional 3D H(C)CH spectrum. The diagonal peak
al peaks present in the same 2D plane should be the same and equal to the
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by the destination 13C is quadraturely detected in the cor-
related accordion dimension (F2) and the destination 1H
is directly detected in the real-time dimension (F3). TPPI
on the destination 13C is used to place the splitting peaks
into two non-overlapping regions. In a 2D plane (F3F2)
intersecting to F1 at dC0, the cross-peaks originated from
two initial CHs (dH1, dC0) and (dH2, dC0) are assumed to
be present. The filled cycles represent the cross-peaks from
the correlated accordion 3D HCCH spectrum, while the
open cycles represent the cross-peaks from the convention-
al 3D HC(C)H spectrum. Careful examination of this 3D
correlated accordion spectrum reveals three features. First
of all, the splitting direction is perpendicular to the correla-
tion axis. It is obvious that the conventional 3D HC(C)H
spectrum provides the center positions for the splitting
pairs in the correlated accordion 3D HCCH spectrum. In
the conventional 3D HC(C)H spectrum, all the cross-peaks
(the diagonal peak and the off-diagonal peaks) arisen from
an individual initial CH are, according to dH of the initial
1H, co-axially located along a line that can be called the
correlation axis. Since the splitting direction and the corre-
lation axis are perpendicular, the resolution of the correlat-
ed accordion spectrum is clearly better than its
conventional 3D HC(C)H spectrum. Strikingly, this co-ax-
ial property of the splitting pairs could be used to pair the
split peaks without the need of its conventional 3D
HC(C)H for measuring the center positions. For the diag-
onal peaks, the splitting pair for each initial CH should be
centered on the diagonal line and the splitting for all the
diagonal peaks present in the same 2D plane should be
the same and equal to the sum of the frequency of initial
13C relative to the carrier. The diagonal peak pairs can
be used to identify the correlation axis.

The 3D correlated accordion HCCH experiment by
using scheme B is schematically depicted in Fig. 1B, in
which the initial 1H is used as the editing dimension (F1),
the initial 13C split by the destination 13C is quadraturely
detected in the correlated accordion dimension (F2) and
the destination 1H is directly detected in the real-time
dimension (F3). TPPI on the initial 13C is used to place
the splitting peaks into two non-overlapping regions. Com-
parison with Fig. 1A reveals different features where the
correlation axis is labeled by dC of the initial 13C and all
the diagonal peak pairs are located on the same line per-
pendicular to the correlation axis and labeled by dH of
the initial 1H. Note that the open cycles in Fig. 1B still rep-
resent the cross-peaks from the conventional 3D HC(C)H
spectrum.

For uncorrelated accordion method (the scheme C), the
destination 13C is used as the editing dimension (F1), the
initial 1H split by the initial 13C is quadraturely detected
in the uncorrelated accordion dimension (F2) and the des-
tination 1H is directly detected in the real-time dimension
(F3). The resulting spectrum is schematically shown in
Fig. 1C. The open cycles represent the cross-peaks from
the conventional 3D H(C)CH spectrum. The uncorrelated
accordion method has been explored recently[13,26,27],
however, its resolution, as shown in Fig. 1C, remains essen-
tially the same as its conventional 3D H(C)CH spectrum.
Further, different from the schemes A and B, it needs the
conventional 3D H(C)CH spectrum to measure the center
positions for the splitting pairs and otherwise, and hence
is very difficult to correctly pair the splitting peaks.

It should be noted that by using TPPI, the splitting dou-
blets are positioned into two non-overlapping regions in
3D space (Fig. 1A) while the total number of peaks present
in each region is the same as in the conventional 3D spec-
trum. Although one can expand the whole spectrum into
two sub-spectra, they may be better maintained in the same
spectrum for ready analysis since they are not overlapping.
As mentioned above, the separation of the splitting doublet
can be also achieved by IPAP technique with interleaved
acquisition, although both TPPI and IPAP would lead to
the same resolution and sensitivity with the same experi-
mental time. TPPI-90 and IPAP/GFT are equivalent.
However, if using non-90, TPPI takes less time than
IPAP/GFT. The TPPI results can be converted to the
IPAP results by simply expanding the whole 3D spectrum,
however, the IPAP subspectra are not easily used to com-
pose the whole spectrum of TPPI result. To manually view
the spectrum to find out the co-axis, the TPPI result would
be better. It should also be noted that for HCNH-type
experiments, no diagonal peak pairs can be used to identify
the correlation axis. However, additional spectrum to mea-
sure the center position is not necessary in this case since
the co-axial property can be also used to elucidate the cor-
relation of the four chemical shifts (1H, 15N, 13C, 1H) by
comparison with the 15N frequency measured from 2D
15N–1H HSQC spectrum.

4. Results and discussion

By employing the correlated accordion principle, we have
designed a set of through-bond and through-space 3D exper-
iments including HCCH-NOESY, HCNH-NOESY,
HNNH-NOESY, HCCH-TOCSY, HC(CCO)NH,
HabCab(CO)NH and HabCabNH. These experiments corre-
spond to conventional[15] 4D 13C/13C-edited NOESY, 4D
13C/15N-edited NOESY, 4D 15N/15N-edited NOESY, 3D
HCCH-TOCSY, 3D CCONH/HCCONH, 3D CBCA-
CONH/HBHACONH, and CBCANH/HBHANH respec-
tively. Of these new 3D experiments we have developed,
the HCCH-NOESY, HCNH-NOESY, and HNNH-
NOESY can retrieve all NOE-based proton–proton distance
restraints that are vital for protein structure determination.
The HCCH-TOCSY, HC(CCO)NH, HabCab(CO)NH can
promote highly effective and unambiguous side chain reso-
nance assignment. The HabCab(CO)NH and HabCabNH
can be used for backbone resonance assignment. The
detailed pulse sequences and their description for the
proposed experiments are provided in the supplementary
material. Every sequence has been tested and the data were
collected on protein samples in comparison with their
corresponding conventional sequences. Here, we use
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HCCH-NOESY as an example to illustrate the power of the
correlated accordion method as compared to its correspond-
ing counterparts. The incorporation of the method (Scheme
A in Fig. 1) is very straightforward as shown in Fig. 2. To
make a meaningful comparison, we have first collected the
conventional 3D and 4D HCCH-NOESY using a protein
complex (15 kDa) between filamin repeat 21 (FLN-21,
12.5 kDa) and the N-terminal fragment of migfilin (migfi-
lin-N 2.5 kDa), which have been shown to be involved in
focal adhesions [28]. One millimolar 15N/13C-labeled FLN-
21 was mixed with 1.3 mM unlabled migfilin-N in 40 mM
phosphate buffer, 10 mM NaCl, pH 6.5 for the NMR exper-
iments. Fig. 3A shows a selected region in F3(1H)–F2- (13C,
18.5 ppm) plane at F1 (1H, 0.55 ppm) of the conventional
HCCH-NOESY spectrum. The strip reveals potential
NOE contacts from the FLN-21 V105 Cc1H3 (1H-
0.55 ppm, 13C-18.5 ppm) to the neighboring protons, how-
ever, because V105 Cc1H3 is very close to several other meth-
yl groups, the assignment of the NOEs was difficult even if we
used the symmetry properties of the peaks. This situation
was improved in the conventional 4D HCCH-NOESY
(Fig. 3B) where we were able to distinguish one NOE to
A33 CaH from other well-resolved NOEs that belong to
methyls of other residues (see the label). However, due to
poor digital resolution at 13C dimension, it was impossible
to distinguish NOEs in the circled region. Fig. 3C shows
the 3D correlated accordion NOESY spectrum, which corre-
sponds to the same region in Fig. 3B. The spectral resolution
is clearly dramatically better than Fig. 3B, which led to the
straightforward assignment of the NOE peak V105 Cc1H3/
V105 CaH and a long range NOE peak V105 Cc1H3/V32
CaH (see labels). Other remaining NOE peaks were easily
determined to be from other planes based on their intensities,
which belong to other methyls. It should be noted that when
multiple peaks are resolved along the F2-dimension (13C) but
not along the F3-dimension (1H), the correlated accordion
method is very powerful to make the precise determination
of which peaks are paired in the two subspectra (see the
arrows in Fig. 3D).
Fig. 2. Schematic representation of HCCH-NOESY pulse sequence. The filled
unless indicated otherwise. The carrier frequency for 1H is at 2.5 ppm before t
frequency for 13C is 43 ppm. The inter-pulse delays are s = 1.65 ms and a = 1 m
follows: /1 = x,�x; /2 = x; /3 = x, x, �x, �x; /Rec = x, �x, �x, x. The PFG
different shapes and durations, respectively, to avoid any proportionality and th
0.6 ms. The reference spectrum[29] for suppressing NOE diagonal peaks is rec
the NOE mixing period. For correlated accordion 3D experiment: t2 = t3; the p
detection in F1 and F2 dimensions. The phase /3 is incremented in the TPPI m
t3 = 0; the phases /1 and /2 are incremented in the States-TPPI manner fo
experiment: the phases /1, /2, and /3 are incremented in the States-TPPI mann
HSQC-version instead of HMQC-version is employed since the former can be
The improvement of 3D correlated accordion spectrum
as compared to the corresponding conventional 3D coun-
terpart is most evident, as the former not only increased
the correlation content, but also substantially increased
the resolution (Fig. 3C vs Fig. 3A). As shown above, the
improvement is also dramatic as compared to the conven-
tional 4D experiment. Calculation indicated that to reach
the same resolution as our 3D correlated accordion
HCCH-NOESY that took 2 days, it would take at least
two weeks of experimental time, which is extremely time
consuming and impractical. By using the correlated accor-
dion principle, our new 3D HCCH-NOESY is essentially
equivalent to a high resolution 4D NOESY, which reflects
a quantum jump in our ability to analyze the multidimen-
sional NMR spectra. This is especially significant for
assignment of the long range methyl to methyl NOEs that
play critical roles in protein tertiary fold and protein–pro-
tein interfaces. For example, the methyl–methyl NOE
cross-peaks are often close to the strong diagonal peaks
in the conventional 4D HCCH-NOESY. Although it is
possible to suppress the diagonal peaks[29], it would dou-
ble the experimental time[29]. To extend the above calcula-
tion, suppression of the diagonal peaks would take at least
4 weeks for the 4D HCCH-NOESY to reach the same res-
olution as the 3D correlated accordion HCCH-NOESY
that would only take 4 days. The former is impossible yet
the latter is very feasible, which would lead to unambigu-
ous assignment of many critical methyl-methyl NOEs.

The effectiveness of the correlated accordion method is
also evident in the through-bond triple resonance experi-
ments. For example, a single correlated accordion
HC(CCO)NH experiment can replace the conventional
C(CCO)NH and H(CCO)NH experiments that are used
for assigning 1H and 13C resonances respectively. Remark-
ably, the former directly correlates the 1H resonance(s) to
its attached 13C whereas the latter are two independent
experiments that do not provide such direct correlation.

In summary, we have developed a suite of new 3D
through-bond and through-space 3D experiments using a
and open bars represent 90� and 180� pulses with phase x, respectively,
he last INEPT or 4.7 ppm at the beginning of the last INEPT. The carrier
s, respectively. The NOE mixing time sm is 150 ms. The phase cycles are as
g1, g2, g3, g4 and g5 are applied at zdirection with maximal 20 G/cm with
e PFG g6 is applied at z-direction with maximal 20 G/cm with duration of

orded in the interleaved manner by implementing 2HzCz evolution during
hases /1 and /2 are incremented in the States-TPPI manner for quadrature
anner for introducing an artificial offset. For conventional 3D experiment:
r quadrature detection in F1 and F2 dimensions. For conventional 4D
er for quadrature detection in the F1, F2, and F3 dimensions. Note that the
used to better suppress the water suppression.



Fig. 3. Selective regions of HCCH-NOESY spectra measured on 1 mM FLN-21 in complex with migfilin-N in 40 mM phosphate buffer, 10 mM NaCl, pH
6.5, 29 �C. (A) The 2D F3F2-plane at 0.55 ppm (1H-F1) taken from the conventional 3D spectrum. Data points are 64* (1H-F1) · 64* (13C- F2) · 512* (1H-
F1) and the corresponding spectral width is 4255.319 Hz(1H-F1) · 10593.221 Hz(13C-F2) · 8992.806 Hz(1H-F3). Total experimental time: one day. (B) 2D
F4F3-plane at 0.55 ppm (1H-F1) and 18.5 ppm (13C-F2) taken from the conventional 4D spectrum. A very crowded spectral region is circled by green,
however, compared to (A), some peaks are well resolved, e.g., a long range NOE between V105 CcH3 and A33 CaH. Data points are 22* (1H-F1) · 20*

(13C-F2) · 20* (13C-F3) · 512* (1H-F4) and the corresponding spectral width is 4255.319(1H-F1) · 10593. 221(13C-F2) · 10593. 221(13C-F3) · 8992. 806(1H-
F4). Total experimental time: 4 days. Note that the residual peaks from its neighboring planes, due to low digital resolutions in F1 and F2 dimensions, are
indicated as black. Asterisk (*) indicates peaks seen at lower contour level. (C) The 2D F3F2-plane at 0.55 ppm (1H–F1) taken from correlated accordion
3D spectrum. The spectrum in (A) is inserted in the black box for comparison. The same region circled in (B) (green) is also circled by green. Dramatic
improvement in resolution in (C) can be seen as compared to (B) (see the circled regions), which allow unambiguous assignment of some important long
range NOE, e.g., V105 CcH3 and V32 CaH (see the label). Data points are 64* (1H-F1) · 128* (13C-F2) · 512* (1H-F3) and the spectral width 4255.319(1H-
F1) · 42372. 884(13C-F2) · 8992. 806(1H-F3). Total experimental time: 2 days. The formula to calculate the 13C chemical shifts of a peak are:
XC1 = (XI + XII)/2 for the 13C attached to 1H at 0.55 ppm and XC2 = Or.f. � [(XII � XI)/2- SW2/4] for the 13C attached to 1H that gives NOE to the 1H at
0.55 ppm. XI and XII are the chemical shifts of a pair of peaks in the upper and lower half of the spectrum, Or.f. is the carrier frequency for 13C, and SW2 is
the spectral width in the 13C dimension. (D) The 2D F3F2-plane at 1.9 ppm (1H-F1) taken from the correlated accordion 3D spectrum illustrating how the
degenerate 1H peaks can be resolved by 13C using the correlated accordion method. For comparison, the same plane in the corresponding conventional 3D
spectrum is inserted at the black box position. The peak pairing for three dH-degenerate peaks via 13C frequencies is shown by arrows. Note that the center
peaks circled by blue are also measured in the same 2D plane as the diagonal peaks in the correlated accordion 3D spectrum.
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novel correlated accordion principle. Our data show that
the new experiments provide dramatically improved resolu-
tion as compared to their conventional 3D/4D counter-
parts. These new 3D experiments are in principle as
effective as the high digital resolution 4D experiments that
are practically impossible due to extremely long acquisition
times. Our new method not only provides a cost-effective
approach for high-throughput proteomics/genomics but
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also makes it possible for very high resolution structural
studies of proteins. The correlated accordion principle
can be also extended to modify experiments for very large
proteins such as the methyl HCCH-NOESY and the meth-
yl-backbone HCNH-COSY.
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